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Omega ruby legendaries serebii

From Bulbapedia, the community-driven Pokémon encyclopedia. {{{name3}}} Δεν είναι δυνατό να το &lt;a1&gt;&lt;/a0&gt; και να [File:{{{{{boxart3}}}|250px]] {{{caption3}}} Δεν είναι δυνατή η λεζάντα του χρήστη Αξιολογήσεις CERO: A ESRB: E ACB: PG OFLC: PG PEGI: 7 GRAC: ALL GSRR: 6+ Ημερομηνίες κυκλοφορίας
Ιαπωνία: 21 Νοεμβρίου 2014 Βόρεια Αμερική: 21 Νοεμβρίου 2014 Αυστραλία: 21 Νοεμβρίου, 2014 Ευρώπη: 28 Νοεμβρίου 2014 Νότια Κορέα: 21 Νοεμβρίου 2014 Χονγκ Κονγκ: 21 Νοεμβρίου 2014 Ταϊβάν: 21 Νοεμβρίου 2014 Ιαπωνικό boxart Omega Pokémon Ρουμπίνι Ρουμπινί Ιαπωνικό boxart Pokémon Alpha
Sapphire Ιαπωνικό boxart [[File:|250px]]{{{jtioncap3}}Pokémon} Ωμέγα Ωμέγα : ポケトモントモンタ°メガルビ Pocket Monsters Omega Ruby) και Pokémon Alpha Sapphire (Ιαπωνικά: ポケトモンタルフサフサフイνι Pocket Monsters Alpha Sapphire) είναι τα δεύτερα και τελευταία παιχνίδια generation VI που είναι
ενισχυμένα remakes των τίτλων τρίτης γενιάς Pokémon Pokémon και Ruby Sapphire. The games were revealed in a global announcement on the official Pokémon websites on May 7, 2014 and were released in most regions of the world on November 21, 2014 with the exception of Europe, where the games were
released on November 28, 2014. Plot Spoiler alert: this article may contain important plot details or endings. The player begins their journey to the town of Littleroot, where the family just moved from the Johto area after the player's father, Norman, became the leader of the Petalburg Gym. The story begins with the player
riding in the moving truck, which arrives in Littleroot. After leaving the truck, the player's mother explains that they have just arrived at their new home. then enter the house together, and there are Machoke movers carrying boxes. The player's mother suggests that the player introduce himself to Professor Birch, Norman's
friend. Upon his arrival at Birch's house, his wife greets the player, and up the player meets May or Brendan (the alternative sex player character of the player), Professor Birch's child; after the introduction, she or he leaves soon to join Birch, who is out in the field. The player then finds Birch on route 101, where he is
chased by a wild Poochyena. Birch asks the player to take poké ball from his bag, which is lying on the ground; the player then chooses between Treecko, Mudkip, and Torchic as their Pokémon starter. After selection, a battle begins immediately with the wild Poochyena. After saving Birch, he lets the player keep the
selected Pokémon as thanks for saving him. He then tells the player to meet with his child on Route 103 for hints on how to be a trainer. Once the player finds May or Brendan on route 103, they have their first trainer battle, after the return to the birch workshop, where the player receives a Pokédex and a few Poké balls.
Upon departure via route 101, the player runs in May or Brendan which gives him a new upgrade for PokéNav Plus, DexNav, DexNav, teaches him how to use it. Once the player arrives in Petalburg City, he meets with his father at the Gym, where he tells him that he is happy to learn that they have become a trainer like



him. During the conversation, a local boy named Wally enters the gym and asks Norman for help in catching a Pokémon. Norman lends Wally a Zigagoon and a Pokke Bowl. He then asks the player to go along and help Wally with his work. On route 102, Wally catches a Rarts, and the trainers then return to the gym,
where Wally gives his thanks before being called home by his mother. Norman then encourages the player to travel Hoenn and challenge the region's fitness leaders: Roxanne, Brawley, Wattson, Flannery, Norman, Winona, Tate and Liza, and Wallace. The player then travels through Route 104 and Petalburg Woods;
just before leaving the forest, the player meets the vicious MagmaOR Team or AquaAS Team. After a fight, the grunt reveals that their team is after something in rustboro city. Upon leaving the forest, the player is spotted by a red-eyed grunt referring to its leader. The player meets May or Brendan just before rustboro
gym, where the player fights Roxanne and wins the Stone Badge. then the player runs to Devon Investigator from Petalburg Woods. It tells the player that it has been stolen from the Magmaor/AquaAS team and that the player must get the Devon Parts back from the bad team. The player then heads out on route 116
and discovers an old man named Mr. Briney who tells them that the bad team has also taken Wingur Peeco hostage and went to the Rusturf Tunnel. The player faces the grunt inside the tunnel and retrieves the Devon Goods, as well as saving Peeco. Once devon goods are returned, the investigator asks the operator to
deliver them to the yard in the town of Slateport. The player then meets Mr. Stone, the president of the Devon Corporation, who is asking the player to stop by Dewford Town and deliver a letter to his son Steven; as thanks for the previous work of the player, Mr. Stone gives the player a new upgrade for PokéNav Plus,
the Buzznav. Outside, May or Brendan explains how she or he caught Pokémon in Petalburg Woods, commenting on how Mr. Briney was once a sailor. The player then heads back through the Petalburg Forest to Mr. Briney, where he gives the player a ride down Route 105 to Dewford Town. Just north of Dewford on
Route 106 is the granite cave where Steven explores. The cave is open to visitors, but a group of Ruin Maniacs blocked the room Steven occupies. Since the Wins the Knuckle Mark from Brawley at Dewford Gym, disappear and the player can find Steven at Granite Cave, looking at a mural of a Groudon marked with
omega/Kyogre marked with alphasAS and remembering old legends. After listening to Steven, the player delivers the letter, letter, with TM51 (Steel Wing) and tells the player that they could possibly become the Pokémon League Champion. After leaving Dewford Town, Mr. Briney takes the player across Route 107 and
Route 108 to Route 109, just south of Slateport City. When the player arrives at Slateport, there is a remarkable crowd of team MagmaOR/AquaAS team grunts blocking the entrance to the Oceanic Museum. When the player tries to leave the Devon merchandise in Stern's yard, they learn that Captain Stern is at the
Ocean Museum. Once the player finds Captain Stern, they are confronted with two bad grunts, and after their defeat, the captain of the villain team MaxieOR/Archias appears and tells the player of their plans before warning them not to get in the way again. After giving The Devon Goods to Captain Stern, the player
leaves Slateport City and travels on Route 110. after tackling and battling May or Brendan, the player arrives in Mauville Town. Outside the Mauville gym, the player finds Wally and his uncle; Wally challenges the player in a battle to prove to his uncle that he is ready for the gym. After the battle, Wally's uncle invites the
player to visit the town of Verdanturf at some point. Once the Dynamo mark has been won by Wattson, the player heads to Verdanturf City and uses Rock Smash to clear the previously blocked Rusturf Tunnel, earning Aggronite as a reward. The player then returns to Mauville and travels through Route 111 and Route
112 on the Fiery Trail, on the other side of which the player continues through Route 113 to Falarbor City. Along the way, the player meets May or Brendan who gives them Power and tells them about Professor Cosmo. Inside Falarbor's Pokémon Centre, the player meets Lanette, who invites them to her home on Route
114. Meanwhile, the player has been said since May that Professor Cozmo has been kidnapped by the bad team at Meteor Falls, located at the end of Route 114. In which the player along with May battles TabithaOR / ShellyAS, along with a grunt. This time, they stole a precious meteor from Professor Kozmo. Suddenly
the team of the opposite version appears, mocking the main evil team, which retreats with the Meteor in Mt. Chimney, and warns the player not to interfere with the AquaOR Team / Team MagmaAS. At the top of Mt. Chimney, Team Magma and Aqua Team may find themselves struggling; after fighting the admin of the
main bad team from Meteor Falls, the player finds the leader of the team, MaxieOR / Archias, using the meteor in a strange machine with the intention of turning into a Mega Stone. The leader then battles the player. The leader is informed of a better way to achieve his team's goals, gives the player the meteor, and
retreats. Taking the southern path blocked by the battle teams, the player exits Mt. Chimney and reaches the town of Lavaridge, home of Lavaridge Gym. Then Then the heat signal from Flannery, the player meets May or Brendan who gives the player the Go-Go-Glasses and suggests that he challenges his father at the
Petalburg Gym, offering to go with him. After getting the balance signal from Norman, the player visits Wally's father, who gives the player HM03 (Surf). As the player then travels through Route 118 (just east of Mauville City), they face Steven once again. Their conversation is interrupted by the arrival of a frightened
LatiasOR/LatiosAS. Steven realizes the legendary Pokémon is asking for help, and gets both Steven and the player to the South Island, where the other evil admin team CourtneyOR/MattAS terrorizes LatiosOR/LatiasAS. After fighting the bad team, LatiosOR/ LatiasAS decides to join the player's team and give them his
Mega Stone. Steven awards the player a Mega Bracelet and LatiasOR/LatiosAS takes them both back to Route 118. The player then continues through Route 119, arriving at the Meteorological Institute, which is under attack by the evil team seeking more information about GroudonOR/KyogreAS. After fighting grunts,
the player comes face to face with the admin TabithaOR/ShellyAS, who appears distressed with what they discovered. After the defeat of the manager, the player saves the institute and is given a Pokémon Castform as a reward. Shortly after leaving the Institute, Brendan/May appears and battles the player, giving away
HM02 (Fly) in defeat. The player arrives at Fortree City, but cannot challenge the Gym because something invisible prevents entry. On Route 120, the player meets Steven once again, and gives the player the Devon Scope, a Mega Stone and observes that the meteor the player got from mt chimney emits light. Devon
Scope allows the player to enter the Gym by revealing the invisible thing that will be Pokémon Kecleon. After the player beats Winona and receives the Wing Signal, the search continues through Route 120 and Route 121 to Lilikov City. On route 121, there are a few grunts from the bad team discussing their plan to go to
Mount Pyre, and upon their arrival at Lilycove, the player finds himself crawling with more grunts. Outside the Lilycove Store, the player battles May or Brendan again; After the battle, Brendan or May notice the meteor shining like Steven did before. After the battle, the player heads to Mount Pyre to drive out the evil
team. At the top of Mt. Fire, the player finds the leader of the team, who has received the Red Orbor / Blue OrbaS and proclaims that the young coach has arrived too late to stop him, having the admin from South Island attack the player before heading to Slateport City. The old couple watching the bullets begs the player
to stop the bad team, and they give the player the equivalent of the stolen bullet. Returning to Slateport, the player finds that Captain Stern has an underwater cave on route 128. The evil team suddenly shows up and takes over the captain's research submarine. The captain of the evil team once again taunts the player,
and reports that the club's hideout is in Lilycove City. Captain Stern begs the player to stop the evil team. After fighting their way through the center of the hiding place, finding the Master Ball along the way, the player meets CourtneyOR/MattAS, who battles the player to delay until the leader takes off on the submarine.
The player must then travel Route 124 to Mossdeep City, where they challenge Tate and Liza of Mossdeep Gym to win the Mind Badge. After that a pillar of light appears on route 128. Steven observes the player coming out of the gym and inviting them to his home, where he gives them the HM07 (Dive) and the Devon
Scuba Gear. Heading towards Route 128 and using Dive, the player finds the cave of the sea floor where the evil team has gone. At the deepest points of the cave, the player finds maxieor/ Archias taunting the team leader of the opposite version, who then challenges the player into a battle. After the battle, the player
witnesses TabithaOR/ShellyAS arrive and warn their leader against waking up the Legendary Pokémon, but the leader rejects the warnings and uses the Orb to wake up the sleeping GroudonOR/KyogreAS. After awakening, the ancient Pokémon breaks out of the cave and begins to move towards the city of Sutopole,
driving hoenn's time out of control. The leader of the opposing team explains that they are unable to control Pokémon's Primal Reversion and the leader of the main evil team discovers with horror that his plan did not work as he wanted. After the bosses leave to try to stop Pokémon, Steven shows up and tells the player
to catch up with GroudonOR/KyogreAS in Sutopole. Heading for route 126 and using a dive again, the player finds the entrance to the city of Sutopole. Inside the city, the player finds Steven, who introduces them to Wallace's friend, the Sootopolis fitness leader, who is also tasked with the task of protecting the Cave of
Origin. Arriving in front of the cave entrance, Steven, Wallace and the player meet with the leaders and admin Tabitha/Shelly of both teams, along with May, who explains what he saw on TELEVISION. The player receives the Magma SuitOR/Aqua SuitAS and it is said that the Sphere they possess can weaken the
ancient Pokémon. After a few words of encouragement from everyone, the player heads in. The player puts on the suit, inserts the ball into a slot in the and drags onto GroudonOR/KyogreAS as the ancient Pokémon makes its way to the chamber where it can complete its primordial return. The player witnesses undergo
the conversion and fights. After the capture or defeat of Pokémon, the weather (seemingly) returns to normal. Team leaders reconcile, Steven gives the player player Eon Flute and May explains how he is impressed with the player. After Wallace's defeat at The Sootopolis Gym, the player gets the Rain Signal, and the
gym leader reports that Professor Birch has something for them. In Littleroot Town, the player is said to have changed the climate in the Hoenn region, causing the kind of Pokémon that just let Hoenn return, and the regional Pokédex is not sufficient anymore, and is getting the national Pokédex upgrade. The player now
has all eight Marks, and heads down Route 128 to Ever Grande City, where Victory Road and the Elite Four await. Wally battles the player for the last time before leaving the cave. The Elite Four are the strongest trainers in the region, and can only be fought by challengers who have all eight Hoenn badges. It's Sydney,
who specializes in dark-type Pokémon. Phoebe, who specializes in Ghost-type Pokémon; Glacia, who specializes in Pokémon-type ice; and Drake, who specializes in Dragon-style Pokémon. After defeating the Elite Four, the player must then battle the Pokémon League Champion, Steven. After the battle, Professor
Birch and May arrive to congratulate the player. Birch looks at Pokédex's player, the player is inducted into the Hall of Fame, and the credits roll as a player and Brendan/May return home. After the credits, in the Route 103 challenges, Brendan or May challenges the player to a battle for the last time. Back home, the
player's parents discuss their plans to go see the Little Ones at Mossdeep City, which Norman must now cancel. As parents ponder what they can do with the tickets they bought, a mysterious symbol appears on the screen, which then fades into one To continue chyron. Delta Episode Main Article: Delta Episode After
loading the saved game, the story continues with the Delta Episode. The episode revolves around a meteoroid that is on a collision course with the planet and a newly developed character, Zinnia. After the Delta Episode is completed, the player is returned to Littleroot. Downstairs, Norman gives the player the S.S. Ticket
to take the SS Tidal to Battle Resort, and the player unlocks the Hoenn League rematch teams. Blurb Ancient Powers Awakened! Start your pokémon adventure now! Behold the real GroudonOR/KyogreAS! Pikachu likes to cosplay?! Build a secret base all your own! Changes from Ruby and Sapphire Engineering
inherited from subsequent generations The following items from X and Y are also included in Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire. The following elements from Generation V are also included in Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire. TMs now can be unlimited number of times. They're not disposable items anymore. The
prices of TMs that can be purchased in stores have increased. TMs can no longer be held, exchanged or sold. The addition of trainers with the Backpacker Trainer category. Trainer. the following elements from generation IV are also included in Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire. All new elements Completely new
characters, such as Aarune, Licia, and Zinnia, appear in Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire. Cosplay Pikachu can be taken. This is a special female Pikachu who is able to swap one of the moves he knows by changing his costume in the Halls Competition. Groudon and Kyogre are given Primal Reversion forms that are
accessible by exploiting their respective colored spheres. Therefore, bullets are now normal elements instead of basic elements. After the Groudon/Kyogre event, the player can use the Eon Flute to fly the skies to LatiosOR or LatiasAS, where you can meet Pokémon and find Mirage points. While the trainer can fight
some Pokémon in the sky, this is not the same as the Sky Battle function from the X and Y, as any Pokémon can be used, not just flying types, or Pokémon with Levitate capability. PokéNav Plus replaces PokéNav, which acts as a dual-screen feature. In addition to maintaining hoenn map and trainer's eye features, it
includes dual-screen features from X and Y, the ability to meet specific Pokémon and follow berries or secret bases. After completing the Delta Episode, it becomes possible for the player to have both bikes after talking to three specific people while riding on a bike to advertise the bike shop. The player can now wear
accessories such as the new Devon Scuba Gear to realistically show the player who survives underwater with a diving mask, or the Go-Go goggles. In addition, the player also receives a Magma SuitOR/Aqua SuitAS that is not only used during the Primal GroudonOR/KyogreAS waking movie scenes, but later serves as
a space suit when dealing with Deoxys during the Delta Episode. The introduction of Scuba Diver and Free Diver instructor courses, instructors who battle the player underwater. Changes to Ruby, Sapphire, and Emerald Elements Aesthetic changes The physics Hoenn Pokédex has been redesigned, now appearing
similar to the original Game Boy Advance system. Brendan and I may have completely different attire, with Brendan's brown hair and white hat being more obvious, while May has a bow instead of the bandana she originally wore. Team Magma and Aqua Group have been given new designs; Team Magma Admin
Tabitha appears to be huskier and Courtney has purple hair instead of brown. Aqua Group managers have dark skin tones. Team Aqua Admin Shelly has black hair with tones of blue instead of red hair and Matt is more The Hoenn Fitness Leaders, Elite Four, and other trainers were redesigned with updated
appearances. Location changes The dark areas of Granite Cave now require the Mach Bike from Mauville for the player to access, and are now optional. Mauville City has been completely redesigned into an indoor shopping complex and has been named the largest city in Hoenn, playing a similar role role Lumiose City
from X and Y. The Mauville Game Corner has been closed, as the corners of the game are no longer included in Pokémon games by Generation V. The Abandoned Ship was replaced by Sea Mauville. His backstory has also expanded greatly. The burnt slab has expanded a lot, which includes four floors now. Heatran
can be caught on the lower floor after defeating or capturing Groudon/Kyogre. The number of puzzles at Trick House is reduced from eight to six. The emblems are also no longer required to start each puzzle, although some HM abilities from certain signals are required to navigate through certain puzzles. Dewford and
Mossdeep Gyms have received a complete redesign, while the other six gyms have received minor redesigns. The interior of Mount Pyre has been redesigned. On the one hand it has been simplified, as the puzzle with holes in the floors has been removed (both incense are now in the open), and the number of floors
has been reduced from six to four. On the other hand, exploration is now mandatory, as the door leading abroad has been moved from the first floor to the third. The door maze from New Maville has been removed. Sky Pillar has been completely redesigned, and the Mach Bike puzzle has been removed. The Hoenn
Safari Zone has been completely redesigned where the player is more dependent on bicycles for travel through the Safari Zone. Bicycles are necessary to access Area 3 and 4 (which can use either a bicycle and not just a specific bike as before) and to access the long grass section in each area. Some new areas are
added to Victory Street that did not exist in Generation III. This includes an area where the player can face Wally instead of the main area of 1F, where Wally faced in Generation III. Game changes Secret Bases have been fully upgraded, becoming Super Secret Bases. Features include sharing bases with other players,
calling other players as secret friends, capturing flags, and customizing the player's gym. Mirage points are added as an obvious evolution of the Mirage Island engineer. Pokémon contests are now called Pokémon Spectacular Contests. Beauty and Smart conditions have been renamed Beautiful and Smart, respectively.
Pokéblocks and Pokéblock decisions have been greatly simplified, with Pokéblock making it no longer require more than one player to perform successfully. The sheen stat has been removed, which means there is no longer a limit to how many Pokéblocks a player can give to their Pokémon, allowing Pokémon to have
all their stats maxed out. The Ribbons awarded only to Pokémon who have won the Master Rank. The safari zone no longer requires the player to play the Safari game. Instead, the Pokémon can be caught through regular meetings. Bikes are now able to travel through long grass. The player only needs Mark instead of
five to be able to re-battle the trainers mentioned in the Trainer's Eye. The ability to search for hidden objects underwater using the Dowsing machine has been removed, as the Dowsing machine is now worn as an accessory while in use. The hidden elements still exist under water, however. Similar to the Emerald Battle
Border, battle points can be won to be used as payment for moves learned from movement teachers at the battle resort. Specifically, some of these movements were older TMs during Generation III. Trainers returning to their position can now track down the player when they turn if the player is directly north, south, east
or west of the coach. Mr. Smith's ship. Briney is now able to travel between Route 104 and Route 109 without having to stop first in dewford city. In addition, if the player travels through Rusturf Tunnel to reach the other side, Mr. Briney will find himself in this position allowing the player to use his craft without having to
backtrack on the previous position. Due to the change in the way the boat works, Route 105 and Route 108 will not be counted as shown until the player returns there later after acquiring surf. The modern phrases found in Dewford are constructed differently. Since the easy chat system was removed, the player
constructs a trendy phrase by selecting an item from the items or medical pockets along with one of the ten possible words. History Many character roles in the story are significantly edited, notably Steven, Wallace, Team Aqua &amp; Team Magma and Wally. Steven's plot expanded to include a search for the secrets of
the Great Stones. Team Aqua &amp; Team Magma's objectives are slightly different: Team Aqua wants to restore the Earth to its prehistoric state in order to restore pokémon habitats lost to human progress, while Team Magma wants to offer humanity more habitable land as a means of accelerating human innovation.
In addition, administrators now have extensive personalities. Moreover, the opposing team, instead of acting as an ally, simply opposes their counterparts and even distrusts the player as to warn them not to interfere with their own goals. In addition to his studies of how Pokémon behave in the wild, Professor Birch is also
said to be doing research on pokémon that left Hoenn after the region's climate change, as revealed after meeting with GroudonOR or KyogreAS. May/Brendan, when not selected, has an extended personality biggest role in history, even working with the player against team Magma/Aqua in Meteor Falls, and watching
the player after Groudon/Kyogre wakes up. Steven can no longer meet at Granite Cave before beating Brawley, as a line of NPCs will block the path. About The MagmaOR Group or the AquaAS Team: The Magma/Aqua Team is now stealing the Red/Blue Orb instead, to align itself with the new engineer Primal
Reversion and its position in the Tabitha is now the Magma team equivalent of Team Aqua Shelly, and Courtney is the equivalent of Matt, instead the same-sex managers are bonds. Instead of team Magma/Aqua leaving Meteor Falls once they are found, TabithaOR or ShellyAS and a grunt instead challenge the player
to a multiple battle with May or Brendan. The motivation behind the Visit of the Magma/Aqua Team to the Mt. Chimney and Weather Institute has changed. During the meeting with team leaders in Mt. Pyre, CourtneyOR or MattAS challenges the player in a battle to help buy time so their leader can escape. The meeting
with Steven on route 118 is now interrupted by a short side mission where LatiasOR or LatiosAS takes Steven and the player to the South Island. LatiosOR or LatiasAS now joins the player's party during their trip to the South Island, instead of being a roaming Pokémon in the post-game. An Eon Ticket is still required to
return to the South Island and obtain the alternative Eon Pokémon. The New Mauville sidequest, which was originally launched after beating Norman and acquiring Surf, starts much later now, after the Groudon or Kyogre event. After the elite four defeat, the games feature Delta Episode. Similar to Pokémon Emerald,
Rayquaza plays an important role in this quest. The Meteor plays a bigger role in the game, particularly in Delta Episode as a means for Rayquaza to Mega Evolve in official history. Because of this, Professor Cozmo can no longer be given in exchange for TM27 (Return) (although he gives the player TM23 (Smack
Down) for his help in Meteor Falls). TM27 can still be found in pacifidlog city. Similar to Pokémon Emerald, the Mossdeep Space Center has been taken over during the events of the Delta Episode by the MagmaOR team or AquaAS team and the player must work with Steven to rectify the situation, including a Multiple
battle at the end. Unlike the multiple battle against team Magma from Emerald, the player and Steven's opponents from the MagmaOR team are Courtney and a Magma Grunt team instead of Maxie and Tabitha. To board the SS Tidal that would allow the player to enter battle resort, Delta Episode must be completed
first. The player retains both colored balls after facing groudonOR or KyogreAS. The optional sidequest where the player accompanies the team leaders returning the bullets to Mount Pyre and the team leaders apologizing for their actions has been omitted. Instead apologize to Sootopolis City when they give the player
the Magma SuitOR/Aqua SuitAS. Some gym leaders and Elite Four members can find themselves outside their gyms with the world after the player has won the game. The battle against May or Brendan as an opponent of the players at Lilycove City is no longer optional. Brendan/May challenges the player to a final
battle on Route 103 immediately after the credits. Battles A series of for trainers that can be stirred through the trainer's eye are different from the initials Ruby and Sapphire. Others have been removed. When the player treats May or Brendan as their opponent at Lilycove City, their pokémon teams have evolved
completely. Slugga takes numel's place in May or brendan's original ruby and sapphire lineup, if their starter is not Torchic. The trainers found in the Mt. Chimney were treated after the Aqua Group/Team Magma defeat have been removed. Specialist Shelby was transported from Mount Kaminada to the Jagged Passage.
In Generation III the female managers of Team Magma/Aqua Team, Courtney/Shelly fought in Seafloor Cave before facing the team leader. This has been omitted in Generation VI and, as a result, the player does not face managers in this position. Brendan or May will also challenge the player after the credits have
expired. In this battle, their starter can Mega Evolve. The Trainers inside the Victory Road now have Pokémon from the National Pokédex in their teams, instead of using only Pokémon native to Hoenn. The starting lineups of elite four and champion have changed somewhat, and when challenged in the post-game, they
now have tougher teams, with higher levels, different sets of moves and non-peripheral Pokémon in their teams, including some Mega Evolves. Ralts Wally eventually evolves into Gallade instead of gardevoir, and is able to Mega Evolve as Gallade. Wally is given an exclusive battle theme, a rock remix of his leitmotiv,
instead of using the standard trainer battle theme. Archie's Sharpedo, Maxi's Camerupt and Steven's Metagros can now evolve. Acquired Pokémon In some areas, the many pokémon they may encounter have changed. Some Water-type Pokémon are not found in all the same areas as in the original games, such as
Mossdeep City, where Sharpedo was removed. Some sophisticated Pokémon such as Swellow or Wailord also can no longer be found in the wild. Pokémon in the Safari Zone have also changed significantly. Feebas can now be found by fishing anywhere on route 119 instead of six random spots. However, it can still be
found more easily by fishing just under the bridge near the Weather Institute during the day or on the tiles next to the lonely rock on the southernmost curve of the river (slightly north of the large field of great grass) during the night. The Legendary Pokémon Lugia, Ho-Oh, Regigigas, Heatran, Uxie, Mesprit, Azelf, Pakia,
Dialga, Giratina, Virizion, Terrakion, Cobalion, Reshiram, Zekrom, Kyurem, Raikou, Suicune, Entoi, Tornados, Thundurus, Landorus and Cresselia are now acquired in Omega and Alpha Sapphire. Some are in one version and some may require special circumstances to unlock them. Deoxys is now catchable during the
climax of The Delta Episode, making this the first time where a mythical Pokémon has been available without the use of promotional events. He can also change his Forme freely through a meteorite at Professor Kozmo's home in the town of Falarbor, unlike Generation III, where his Forme depended on the game he was
in. The glossy variations of Groudon, Kyogre, Rayquaza and Deoxys are now impossible to encounter in the wild. can still be obtained legally if caught in generations III or IV and transferred to omega ruby or alpha sapphire. The catch rates of several Legendary Pokémon are changing: The catch rates of Kyogre,
Groudon, Dialga, Palkia, Reshiram and Zkrom were reduced to 3. Rayquaza's catch percentage increased from 3 to 45. Spiritomb can meet through a special method in Sea Mauville. As in Emerald, Professor Birch will give the player their choice of a johto starter. He'll do that on Route 101 after the player enters the Hall
of Fame for the first time and talks to Zinnia. After acquiring the johto starter and completing the Delta Episode, the professor will give the player a Unova starter, and after that, a Sinnoh starter if the player enters the Hall of Fame once again. After the defeat or capture of Kyogre/Groudon, many Pokémon that are not
available in Generation III become available as hidden Pokémon. After defeating or capturing Kyogre/Groudon, the elderly woman in lavaridge town who could give the player a Wynaut egg now gives a second Pokémon egg containing a Togepi. Pokémon compatibility exclusive to Pokémon X and Y, Pokémon Omega
Ruby and Alpha Sapphire can be linked to Pokémon Bank, Pokémon Transporter and Pokémon Global Link. They are mostly compatible with Pokémon X and Y, with the exception of alternative formats, Mega Developments, moves, or abilities introduced to Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire, which cannot be traded or
used in battle with X and Y. Reception Gaming magazine Famitsu gave Omega Pokémon Ruby and Alpha Sapphire a score of 37 out of 40,[1] score two points less than X and Y and three points more than Ruby and Sapphire. IGN rated the games as Well 7.8/10,[2] 1.2 points less than Pokémon X and Y, criticizing
excessive amount of water and HMs. This reasoning was quickly mocked by fans because of the presence of these issues in the original games apparently overlooked. Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire score 83.67%[3] and 82.73%,[4] respectively in GameRankings. Sales Within the first three days of the
release of Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire, 3.04 million copies were sold in Japan, North America and other regions. [5] Later, when it was released in Kingdom, came in numbers 6 and 7 of the top ten video game sales chart for that week, also gaining enough sales from both games to become the current opening
game of the Pokémon series in the region, beating out Pokémon Black and White, which previously held it In the fiscal year of their release, they sold 9.94 million units. [7] As of March 31, 2020, Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire have sold 14.27 million copies worldwide. [8] Japanese sales of Pokémon Omega
Ruby and Alpha Sapphire sold 1,327,671 individual units in their first week on the Japanese market, that was 613,946 from Pokémon Omega Ruby and 713,725 from Pokémon Alpha Sapphire, with a sale of 74.34% and 77.66% respectively. By 29 December 2019, at the end of their 267th week, they had sold 2,953,468
copies, i.e. 1,366,195 from Pokémon Omega Ruby and 1,587,273 from Pokémon Alpha Sapphire. [10] Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire Dual Pack sold 90,497 units in the first week, with a sale of 88.46%. [9] By 28 December 2014, at the end of its 6th week, it had sold 98,101 copies. [9] Pokémon Omega
Ruby and Alpha Sapphire Gift Pack sold 1,169 units in the first week, with a sale of 6.25%. [11] By 1 January 2017, at the end of the 56th week, it had sold 9,052 copies. Combining all releases, the games sold 3,167,774 units, are 1,473,348 from Pokémon Omega Ruby and 1,694,426 from Pokémon Alpha Sapphire.
Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire Week Week ending Ranking Units sold Total units sold 1 November 23, 2014 1st 1,327,671 1,327,671 2 November 30, 2014 1st 298,613 1,626,284 3 December 7, 2014 2nd 171,813 1,798,097 4 December 14, 2014 2nd 152,384 1,950,481 5 December 21, 2014 2nd 167,534
2,118,015 6 December 28, 2014 2nd 165,329 2,283,344 7 January 4, 2015 2nd 110,895 2,394,239 8 January 11 , 2015 2nd 38,420 2,432,659 9 January 18, 2015 2nd 24,964 2,457,623 10 January 25, 2015 5th 17,035 2,474,658 11 February 1, 2015 7th 14,108 2,488,766 12 February 8, 2015 5th 12,234 2,501,000 13
February 15, 2015 8th 12,922 2,513,921 14 February 22, 2015 9th 11,256 2,525,177 15 March 1, 2015 6th 12,680 2,537,857 16 March 8 , 2015 10th 11,297 2,549,155 17 March 15 , 2015 12th 10.768 2.559.923 18 March 22, 2015 16th 8.646 2.568.569 19 March 29, 23 - - 20 April 5, 2015 18th 8.709 2.587.345 59
January 3, 2016 32nd - 2.747.782 111 January 1, 2017 - - 2.928.285 163 31 December 2017 - - 2.947.599 215 December 3 0, 2018 - - 2,951,707 267 December 29, 2019 - - 2,953,468 Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire Dual Pack Week Ending Ranking Units sold November 1, 23 , 2014 2nd 90.497 90.497 2
November 30, 30, 30, 20, 20, 4972014 26 - - 6 December 28, 2014 - - 98,101 Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire Gift Pack Week Week ends Ranking Units sold Total units sold December 1 September 13, 2015 - 1,169 1,169 4 January 3, 2016 - - 4,255 January 56, 2017 - - - 9,052 Personal Article: Staff of
Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire Music Main Article : Pokémon Omega &amp; Pokémon Alpha Sapphire: Super Music Collection Edition Release Release Date Official changelog More info November 1.0 21, 2014No november 24, 2014 N/A Home Home 1.1 November 25, 2014 Adjustments have been made
to make for a more fun gaming experience. December 1.2, 2014 Corrected the issue in which the game freezes during the end credits after entering the Hall of Fame in certain game data. Fix for the Hall of Fame freeze. 1.3 April 1, 2015 Adjustments have been made for an improved gaming experience. 1.4 23 April
2015 Introduces additional improvements to improve the user experience and enjoyment. Beta Elements Main Article: Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire Beta Trailers Main Article: Pokémon Omega Ruby and Pokémon Alpha Sapphire Animated Trailer A promotional trailer was made to promote Pokémon
Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire. The trailer was broadcast in Japan on November 16, 2014, later released on the Japanese Pokémon channel on YouTube the same day, and on the English Pokémon YouTube channel on November 20, 2014. This video is not available on Bulbapedia. Instead, you can watch the video
on YouTube here. This video is not available on Bulbapedia. Instead, you can watch the video on YouTube here. This video is not available on Bulbapedia. Instead, you can watch the video on YouTube here. This video is not available on Bulbapedia. Instead, you can watch the video on YouTube here. This video is not
available on Bulbapedia. Instead, you can watch the video on YouTube here. This video is not available on Bulbapedia. Instead, you can watch the video on YouTube here. This video is not available on Bulbapedia. Instead, you can watch the video on YouTube here. Gallery Logos English Alpha Sapphire logo Japanese
Alpha Sapphire logo Title displays English Pokémon Omega Ruby screen title English Pokémon Alpha Sapphire screen title Japanese Pokémon Omega Ruby screen title Japanese Pokémon Alpha Sapphire title Screen Pictures Omega Ruby Home Menu icon * Alpha Sapphire Home Menu icon Boxart Pokémon Omega
Ruby UK boxart Pokémon Alpha Sapphire , these games were released on the twelfth anniversary of the Japanese release of Ruby and Sapphire. These are the only repeat pairs in which: There are no site previews. All methods of evolution introduced after the initial games are possible. In Pokémon FireRed and
LeafGreen, Time-evolving Pokémon cannot evolve because there is no clock time of the day, while in Pokémon HeartGold and SoulSilver, Pokémon that evolve with training in a particular location cannot evolve because none of these areas are in these games. Pokémon coming from the original games can be
transferred Repetitions. The game does not include any HMs introduced after the production of the original games. No new player characters are imported. Pokédex entries of some Pokémon were changed entirely from the original original Almost all Pokémon recycle their pokémon descriptions from previous entries
instead of receiving new ones or, in the case of Pokémon after Generation III, those from a previous generation. The combined games have only eight new Pokédex entries for four Pokémon (Kyogre, Groudon, Rayquaza, and Hoopa), the smallest of any core series game. All other Pokémon use entries from Pokémon
Ruby, Sapphire, X or Y, with some entries receiving minor changes. Appearances in the game of acquired Pokémon are recycled from the main game pair of the generation. New items made were introduced that were not in the main couple of the generation of games. The events of the game do not run at the same time
as the events of the main installment of the generation, on the contrary, which is inseivable to run around the same time as the original Ruby and Sapphire, while Pokémon X and Y takes place around the same time as Pokémon Black 2 and White 2. There is no package containing a game-compatible accessory.
Japanese and Korean logos for omega ruby and alpha sapphire both feature the corresponding colored ball of the game. These are the first games to feature Hoenn in Korean, as the Generation III games were never translated into Korean. These are the last core series games to date to feature the National Pokédex. Σε
άλλες γλώσσες Τίτλος Γλώσσας Ιαπωνικά ポケトモンタαメガルビαυτόルフメガルビχサフサフイδ κινέζικα καντονέζικα 精靈寶可夢 歐⽶加紅寶⽯/阿爾法藍寶⽯ μανδαρινικά 精靈寶可夢 歐⽶加紅寶⽯/阿爾法藍寶⽯精灵宝可梦 欧⽶伽红宝⽯/阿尔法蓝宝⽯ γαλλικά Καναδά Pokémon Ωμέγα Ruby et Alpha Saphirre Ευρώπη
Pokémon Rubis Oméga et Saphir Alpha German Pokémon Omega Rubin und Alpha Saphir Italian Pokémon Rubino Omega e Zaffiro Alpha Korean 켓몬스터 오메루비·알파사파이어 Ισπανική Λατινική Αμερική Pokémon Omega Ruby y Alpha Saphirre Spain Pokémon Rubí Omega y Zafiro Alfa See επίσης Εξωτερικοί
σύνδεσμοι Pokémon Omega Ruby και Alpha Sapphire Miiverse Κοινοτικές Αναφορές
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